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Jim has been called many things; controversial, outspoken, 
irreverent … but his success has been indisputable -- and most of 
his predictions have proved to be right.
Jim Rogers is literally a legend in his own lifetime, evolving from 
fabulously successful Wall Street investor, co-founder of the 
Quantum Fund and creator of the Rogers International 
Commodity Index (RICI) to global adventurer and speaker.  
He ‘retired’ at 37 to travel the world -- on a motorbike – which  
helped to refine his investment philosophy to get out from behind 
the computer screen and see how the real world works in order to 
understand where opportunities lie. 

In 2007, he moved to Singapore with his family, anticipating the 
coming of the "Asia Century" and which he continues to invest in. 
In 2011, he started a new index fund which focuses on the top 
companies in agriculture, mining, metals and energy sectors
as well as those in the alternative energy space including solar, 
wind and hydro: The Rogers Global Resources Equity Index.
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JIM ROGERS
his views
Drawing on lessons and observations from his lifetime in 
the markets, Rogers believes that Asia will be the 
dominant economic force in the twenty-first century, 
America and the European Union are in decline, and 
talks about what we need to do to right our economy 
and society.

Through his travel around the world, he offers glimpses 
of political and economic history that seemed to 
influence his decision-making process as well. An 
advocate of getting rid of the Federal Reserve, Rogers is 
clearly a man who buys into the idea that those who 
don’t learn from history are doomed to repeat it.
Jim is a firm believer in long-term investment in 
commodities, agriculture and in Asia. Above all, he is 
bearish on China, bullish on Russia, believes Japan is 
headed for an economic downturn and persistently 
makes a case for investing in North Korea. 

Jim candidly shares his observations, stories of 
his success, his strongly-held views on 
today’s financial systems, political 
leadership and modern economic thinking. 
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JIM ROGERS
his books
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Jim’s philosophy has always been; travel the 
world, get out onto the streets, get inside the 
factories … then you understand where real 

opportunities lie.

2013
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JIM ROGERS
key facts
Currently …

• Investor - Chairman of Rogers Holdings and Beeland Interests 
Inc. 

• Author of several well respected books
• Professional keynote Speaker

Formerly …

• Creator of the Rogers International Commodities Index 
(RICI)

• Co-founder of the Quantum Fund
• Visiting Professor, Columbia University
• BA degree in History, Yale University
• BA degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics, Oxford 

University 

Flies from Singapore

Speaks to audiences around the world, addressing conferences, 
client forums and management meetings

Sample speaking topics:

Political, Social & Economic Observations 
from a Record-Breaking Drive Around the 
World

Adventure Capitalist: On the Road with 
Jim Rogers

Finance and the Emerging World Economy
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JIM ROGERS
what people say

“You were outstanding last night!  All of our clients loved it and I 
have to say, judging by the dozens of people who wanted their picture 
taken with you, I think they bestowed rock star status upon you!  
Thank you for such a wonderful presentation that was all at the same 
time warm, humorous and incredibly informative and thought provoking.” 
Head of Citi Global Markets, Citibank

“Our annual event was remarkably successful and it would have not 
been possible without your efforts and contribution. You certainly 
delivered way beyond the audience's expectations, as we have received 
overwhelming feedback on your presentation.”
Head of Financial Markets Division, National Bank of Abu Dhabi

“He’s a class act and was worth every penny.  What sets him apart is the 
way he empathises with his audience. He’s funny and thoroughly 
engaging; Let me tell you, no one was playing with their BlackBerry!”  
Event Director contracted by Standard Chartered Bank

Useful links for Jim Rogers:

 TIB Speaker Web Page >> Go to Webpage 

 TIB Speaker Profile >> Download PDF

 TIB Video Channel >> Watch Videos

Outspoken ▪ Entertaining ▪ Engaging ▪ Passionate

http://www.insightbureau.com/
http://www.insightbureau.com/JimRogers.html
http://www.insightbureau.com/insight_speakers/profile/Jim.Rogers.pdf
https://vimeopro.com/insightbureau/jim-rogers
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